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huawei also partners with the indonesian national police (polda) to offer capacity-building courses on counterterrorism and anti-corruption. these courses
are designed to help the police in the fight against terrorism and corruption. huawei has been providing these courses since 2017.79 however, rather than
building a skills base in indonesia, the industry training initiatives huawei is involved in are merely the tip of the iceberg of a broader multinational effort to
build a technology and training base in indonesia. the chinese government is targeting local high-skilled graduates as a source of potential employees for
the expanding chinese business in indonesia. huawei has set a goal of reaching 100,000 graduates by 2020, with at least half of these being it specialists.
moreover, china is reportedly planning to increase the number of companies registered in indonesia, including china-based tech companies. in april, the
kumpulan usaha miskin indonesia was established by the indonesia-china chamber of commerce to help promote chinese firms to invest in indonesia.
huawei was not one of the founding members of the kump this approach seems akin to content censorship, yet it remains unclear what exactly it might
entail or what mechanisms of enforcement the ministry or the state has available. the first such order was issued against a youtube user and then
subsequently revised to include a chinese-language video web portal. these orders appear to be based upon the ministry receiving information from other
sources about questionable content, such as placing the message on facebook. the ministry itself has no independent enforcement powers. the ministry
could, instead, rely on local enforcement agencies, who are supposed to monitor the messages themselves. this remains to be seen.
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this may change in the future as china continues to grow and china becomes more assertive in the region. but for now, china and indonesia are making
significant investments in their relationship. and the results are already being seen in the improving security relationship and the growth of economic ties

between the two countries. one of the most important examples of such a dialogue is the china-asean cyber security cooperation dialogue (cscd). launched
in 2015, this is an annual multilateral dialogue between the two countries aimed at forging cooperation and coordination in cyber security.103 the cscd has

been a prominent feature of china-asean cooperation, which has been growing exponentially since 2002. the dialogue is facilitated by the china-asean
cooperation and exchange center for information and communication technology (ccec). in 2016, china and asean agreed to hold the next dialogue in the
summer of 2021.104 the cscd has been a “key venue for policy dialogue and coordination” between the two countries and is “essential for developing the

partnership at the bilateral and regional level on promoting cyber security in asean.”105 the cscd has facilitated the development of bilateral cooperation in
the fields of cyber security, including standards, international co-operation, exchange, mutual assistance, mutual learning, capacity building and technology
transfer.106 the dialogue is held at the national level, and focuses on sharing information and sharing expertise about cybersecurity.107 the dialogue has

been important in promoting the exchange of information about cybersecurity. however, there has been criticism that the dialogue has served as a
platform for promoting the security of chinese technology as well as chinese laws and regulations. in an article for nourish america, shuai li details how the

cscd has been used to promote the values and policies of the chinese state in the asean region. he argues that the dialogue is not merely about
cybersecurity, but has become a tool for the chinese state to promote its core ideology, including its state-led development model. 5ec8ef588b
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